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Getting Started with StorHouse/CCi

Welcome
Welcome to Getting Started with StorHouse/CCi, a comprehensive web-based
interface for managing and monitoring StorHouse and StorHouse/RFS systems.
StorHouse/CCi makes it easy to track and report on StorHouse and RFS system
performance throughout the enterprise.

Purpose of This Manual
This introductory document explains how to get started using the StorHouse/CCi
software. It introduces StorHouse/CCi, discusses the main CCi functional areas, and
explains how to maneuver through the various CCi windows.
SGI recommends that, after reading this document, you take some time to explore
the CCi software and become more familiar with its rich, in-depth interface.

Audience
The audience for this document consists of system administrators who are
responsible for using StorHouse/CCi to manage their StorHouse and RFS
environment. This document assumes the audience understands StorHouse and RFS
concepts and operation and has completed basic StorHouse training. For example,
the audience should be knowledgeable about volume sets, file sets, storage levels,
file and volume management principles, RFS profiles, collections, collectors, and
staging areas. The audience should also be aware of the various types of reports
available in CCi.
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Contents
This document contains three chapters:


Chapter 1, “Overview,” introduces StorHouse/CCi and describes its main
features. It also explains the CCi login procedure, header menu, and various
links on the CCI Main world view window, including the link to create CCi
user accounts.



Chapter 2, “Using StorHouse/RFS Administration Windows,” explains the
StorHouse/RFS administration windows, including where to manage RFS
profiles, logs, diagnostics, alerts, registrations, and reports.



Chapter 3, “Using StorHouse Administration Windows,” explains the
StorHouse administration windows. It also shows how CCi simplifies system
management by enabling administrators to drill down to related tasks from
the same window.
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Overview
This chapter introduces StorHouse/CCi and describes its main features. It also
explains the CCi login procedure, header menu, and various links on the CCI Main
world view window, including the link to create CCi user accounts.

About StorHouse/CCi
StorHouse/CCi is an SGI software product that creates a website for managing
StorHouse and StorHouse/RFS systems
across the enterprise. You can install CCi
on any StorHouse or RFS server or on any
Red Hat Linux server. Once installed,
administrators can access CCi from any
common Web browser such as Firefox,
Internet Explorer or Mozilla.
The interface architecture provides an ata-glance view of all StorHouse and
StorHouse/RFS servers plus point-andclick access to configuration tools and system reporting on a per-server basis.
Moreover, by leveraging the CCi web-based architecture, administrators can
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securely access CCi from both inside and outside the firewall, thereby enabling
anywhere/anytime StorHouse management.
StorHouse/CCi key features include:


Single-point for managing all StorHouse and StorHouse/RFS systems within
the enterprise



Rich graphical access to system status and the capability to easily modify and
optimize the StorHouse configuration



Drill-down capability for obtaining detailed information about performance
and storage characteristics of each system component, including servers,
libraries, and drives



Support for configuring customized monitoring and alert profiles so that
automatic notifications will be delivered to individuals or groups via standard
SMTP-based email



Capability to collect detailed system diagnostic information at a granular
level to enable rapid isolation and correction of system issues related to both
hardware failure and software configuration



Real-time access to current configuration information for capacity planning
and accelerated system management



Web-access to all StorHouse management functions via a system command
line interface (CLI ), which facilitates the construction of sophisticated
macros for automating complex tasks



Generation of real-time reports on system, directory, library, performance,
usage, volume, network, and user information



Interface to configure StorHouse multi-view, point-in-time recovery

Logging on to StorHouse/CCi
The StorHouse/CCi installation procedure creates a CCi user account for your
organization and provides a default administrator login ID and password. SGI
recommends that you change the default password to one that is more secure at
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your earliest convenience. You can add additional CCi user accounts or change
passwords for existing accounts from the CCi Main window.
Figure 1-1 illustrates the CCi login window.

Figure 1-1: StorHouse/CCi Login Window

About the CCi Main Window
Once you log in to CCi, the Main, or home, window will be empty. You must
populate the Main page with StorHouse and StorHouse/RFS nodes by registering
those nodes in CCi. Once nodes are registered, CCi presents a world-view of your
StorHouse environment for an immediate snapshot of all StorHouse and
StorHouse/RFS activity.
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Figure 1-2 illustrates the CCi Main world view window.

Main
Header Bar

RFS Nodes
Section

Storage Machines
Section

Figure 1-2: StorHouse/CCi Main World View Window

The CCi Main window is divided into two sections. The RFS Nodes section displays all
RFS servers registered in CCi. The Storage Machines section displays all StorHouse
servers registered in CCi. For example, the sample system configuration shown in
Figure 1-2 contains one RFS node called alpha3 and one StorHouse node, also called
alpha3. In this case, the RFS server software is running on the same physical
machine as the StorHouse software.
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Main Header Bar
The header bar on the Main window contains six buttons: Main (home), New,
Profiles, Point in Time, About CCi, and Logout. Figure 1-3 illustrates the Main header
bar.

Figure 1-3: StorHouse/CCi Main Header Bar

The header bar buttons work as follows.


Clicking Main displays the CCi Main, or home, page.



When you place the cursor over New, CCi displays a drop-down list of
choices as shown in Figure 1-4. By selecting an item in the list, you can
register a new StorHouse, StorHouse/RFS, or Point-in-Time server or create a
new RFS profile.

Figure 1-4: CCi New Options


Clicking Profiles displays a list of all RFS profiles defined in CCi. From the
Profile window, you can edit, delete, copy, or deploy each profile to a
specific RFS server.
For information about how to create and deploy RFS profiles in CCi, refer to the
document, StorHouse/RFS Configuration File Reference Manual, publication
number 900186.
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Option to edit,
copy, or delete the
profile

Option to
deploy
the profile

Figure 1-5: CCi Profile Options


Clicking Point in Time displays all point-in-time systems and denotes whether
they are currently active or inactive. From the PIT window, you can
start/stop the RFS service running on a PIT server, activate/deactivate a PIT
server, or edit/delete a PIT server registration.
For information about how to set up the multi-view point-in-time recovery
feature in CCi, refer to the document, StorHouse Multi-View Point-in-Time
Recovery, publication number 900202.

Figure 1-6: Point-in-Time
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When you place the cursor over About CCi, the software displays a dropdown list of choices as illustrated in Figure 1-7. By selecting an item in the
list, you can show CCi configuration information, access troubleshooting
tools, create/modify CCi user accounts, and set general alert options.

Figure 1-7: About CCi Options

Figures 1-8 illustrates the About CCi Troubleshooting, User Accounts, and
Options windows.
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Figure 1-8: About CCi Troubleshooting, Accounts, and Options Windows
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Accessing RFS and StorHouse Nodes
As Figure 1-9 illustrates, the Main window provides a world-view of all
StorHouse/RFS and StorHouse systems.

Figure 1-9: CCi Main World View Window

For each RFS node, you can start/stop the RFS software and edit/delete the RFS
registration. In addition, if you click the RFS Node name (in this example, alpha3),
CCi displays the Statistics report for that RFS server.
For each StorHouse node, you can start/stop the StorHouse software and
edit/delete the StorHouse registration. In addition, if you click the StorHouse System
Name (in this example, alpha3), CCi displays statistics and the main system
administration window for that StorHouse server.
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The Next Step
Now that you are familiar with the CCi Main window format and links, you are ready
to delve deeper into a more detailed description of CCi functionality. Refer to
Chapter 2, “Using RFS Administration Windows,” for a closer look at how to manage
RFS servers. Refer to Chapter 3, “Using StorHouse Administration Windows,” for a
more in-depth view of the StorHouse administration interface.

10
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Using StorHouse/RFS
Administration Windows
This chapter explains the StorHouse/RFS administration windows, including where
to manage RFS profiles, logs, diagnostics, alerts, registrations, and reports. You can
execute some tasks from more than one CCi location (for example, window or menu
bar).

About RFS Administration Windows
The CCi Main window is the gateway to the RFS administration windows. For
example, you can manage registrations and profiles by clicking New or Profile on the
Main window header bar. Additionally, you can drill down to manage a specific RFS
server by clicking the RFS Node name for that server as illustrated in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1: Clicking an RFS Node Name

RFS Statistics, or Main, Window
When you click an RFS Node name on the CCi Main window, CCi displays the
Statistics, or RFS Main, window for the selected RFS server. Figure 2-2 illustrates the
RFS Statistics window for the RFS server alpha3.
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Figure 2-2: Statistics Window for RFS Server Alpha3

Header Menu
The header menu on the Statistics window contains four options: Main, RFS Menu,
About CCi, and Logout. Figure 2-3 illustrates this menu.
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Figure 2-3: RFS Statistics Window Header Menu

The RFS Menu options are:


Main – Clicking Main returns you to the CCi Main, or home, window.



RFS Menu – If you place the cursor over RFS Menu, CCi displays a drop-down
list of five options, which work as follows:
−

Selecting RFS Config displays a text version of the RFS configuration file for
the selected RFS server.

−

Selecting RFS Log displays the RFS Log Viewer.

−

Selecting RFS Diagnostics displays the RFS Diagnostics window.

−

Selecting RFS Alerts displays the RFS Alerts window.

−

Selecting RFS Health displays the Health report for the selected RFS server.



About CCi – If you place the cursor over About CCi, the software displays a
drop-down list of CCi management options as described in Chapter 1.



Logout – Clicking Logout logs you out of CCi.

RFS Statistics Report
The Statistics report contains information about RFS staging and caching areas and
StorHouse connections for a specific RFS server (in this case, alpha3). In addition,
the report contains information about each collection configured for the RFS server.
(In the sample Statistics report in Figure 2-4, there is one collection called COLL1.)
Collection reporting includes space utilization, ODBC connections, file/data status,
and amount of data written to StorHouse. You can refresh the Statistics report
display by clicking the Refresh link located in the upper left-hand corner of the RFS
Statistics window.
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Figure 2-4: Statistics Report for Alpha3

RFS Management and Reports Window
Directly under the StorHouse/RFS Statistics title, there is an entry called
StorHouse/RFS ID. In Figure 2-4, the StorHouse/RFS ID is Alpha3.FileTek.com. If you
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click Alpha3.FileTek.com, CCi displays the StorHouse/RFS Management and Reports
window for alpha3.

Figure 2-5: StorHouse/RFS Management and Reports Window

Header Menu
The header menu on the RFS Management and Reports window is similar to the
header menu on the RFS Statistics window except that it has one more selection:
RFS Main. Clicking RFS Main returns you to the RFS Statistics window.
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Management Options
The StorHouse/RFS Management and Reports Window provides six management
options:


Profiles – View all RFS profiles and edit, copy, delete, or deploy a specific RFS
profile. The functionality is the same as clicking Profiles on the CCi Main
header menu.



Configuration – View a text version of the RFS configuration file for the
selected server.



Log – View the StorHouse/RFS log for the selected server. This functionality is
similar to clicking the RFS Log option in the RFS Menu drop-down list.

Figure 2-6: RFS Log Viewer


Diagnostic – Set the RFS diagnostic mode. This functionality is the same as
selecting the RFS Diagnostic option in the RFS Menu drop-down list.
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Figure 2-7: Configure RFS Diagnostics
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Monitoring & Alerts – Configure RFS monitoring and alerts. This functionality
is the same as selecting the RFS Alerts option in RFS Menu drop-down list.
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Figure 2-8: Configure RFS Monitoring and Alerts


Registration – Register a new RFS server in CCi or modify, delete, or copy the
registration for alpha3. This functionality is the same as selecting New->RFS
on the CCi Main header menu.
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Figure 2-9: RFS Server Registration

Reporting Options
The two reporting options are:


Current Statistics – Displays the StorHouse/RFS Statistics, or RFS Main,
window



Health – Displays the RFS Health report for the given RFS server. This
functionality is the same as selecting RFS Health on the RFS Menu drop-down
list.

Figure 2-10 illustrates a sample RFS Health report.
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Figure 2-10: RFS Health Report for Alpha3
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Using StorHouse Administration
Windows
This chapter explains the StorHouse administration windows, including where to
generate/view performance reports and manage StorHouse volume sets, file sets,
files, volumes, devices, directories, and databases.

About StorHouse Administration Windows
Similar to StorHouse/RFS administration, the CCi Main window is the gateway to
StorHouse server administration. For example, you can manage StorHouse server
registrations by clicking New on the Main window header menu. Additionally, you
can drill down to manage a specific StorHouse server by clicking the StorHouse
System Name for that server as illustrated in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1: Clicking a StorHouse System Name

StorHouse Node Administration Window
When you click a StorHouse System Name on the CCi Main window, CCi displays the
StorHouse Node Administration window for the selected StorHouse server. Figure 32 illustrates the StorHouse Node Administration window for the StorHouse server
alpha3. This window is divided into two main sections: reporting and administration.
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Reporting
section

Administration
section

Figure 3-2: StorHouse Administration Window for Alpha3
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Header Menu
The StorHouse Administration header menu contains two choices.


Clicking Main returns you to the Main CCi home window.



Clicking Logout logs you out of the CCi software.

Figure 3-3 illustrates the header menu.

Figure 3-3: Header Menu

Reporting Options
You can generate six individual reports from the StorHouse Administration window
or one combined report. The six report types are Drive, Performance, Library,
Usage, Volume, and Networks. Simply click a report type to create the report. Figure
3-4 illustrates a Performance report for alpha3.

Figure 3-4: Performance Report
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Administration Options
The StorHouse administration section is divided into seven components (Figure 3-2):


System



Search



File Management



Create



Directory Management



Volume Set Management



File Set Management

Each component contains many options. Moreover, many of these options provide
additional links to related administration tasks. SGI recommends that you take some
time to explore each administration section to become familiar with all available
choices.
The remainder of this chapter provides examples of how to use the StorHouse
Administration window Search option. Figure 3-5 illustrates this window.

Figure 3-5: Search Window

Example One – Determining if the Tables for
an RFS Collector Have a Backup Copy
The Search section on the StorHouse Administration window contains options for
finding information about StorHouse resources – databases, directories, volume
sets, file sets, file groups, volumes, files, locked files, user accounts, and file set
partitions. For example, you can use the Search->Files section to determine whether
StorHouse has created backup copies of the table files for a specific RFS collector (in
this example, the ROOT collector on the alpha3 RFS system). However, before you
can determine whether table files for the ROOT collector are backed up, you must
know the volume set and file set assigned to ROOT.
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Use the following procedure to determine which volume set and file set are
assigned to the ROOT collector.

To determine the volume set and file set assigned to the ROOT
collector
1. On the CCi Main window, click the RFS Node name (in this case, alpha3).
2. On the RFS Statistics (Main) window, place the cursor over RFS Menu in the
header menu, and click RFS Config. CCi displays the RFS configuration file for the
RFS node alpha3.
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The ROOT collector (1) collects files for the COLL1 collection (2). The COLL1
collection uses the STOR1 storage definition (3). The STOR1 storage definition
uses the sth1 system definition (4). The RFS volume set and file set are assigned
to the sth1 system definition. You will use these volume set and file set names
in your search criteria.
Use the following procedure to determine whether the tables for the ROOT
collector have a backup copy.

To determine whether the tables for the ROOT collector have a backup
copy
1. On the CCi Main window, click the StorHouse System Name (in this case,
alpha3). CCi displays the StorHouse Administration Main window.
2. On the StorHouse Administration Main window, in the Search section, click
Files. CCi displays the Find File window for alpha3.

3. On the Find File window, select the Advanced Search checkbox. CCi expands the
Find File window so you can enter more search criteria.
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4. In the expanded Find File window, select Volume Set, and then, in the Volume
Set and File Set text boxes, type RFS.
5. In the Safe Copies text box, type 1 to indicate files that have only one safe copy
(the primary copy), and then click Search. CCi displays the results list.
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Because the search included Safe Copies=1, none of the displayed files have a
backup copy.

Example Two – Finding Information about a
StorHouse Volume Set
Example two explains how to use the Search window to find information about the
SYSTEM volume set. It also illustrates how CCi enables you to drill down to different
administration levels so that you can perform related tasks from the same CCi
window.

To find information about the StorHouse SYSTEM volume set
1. In the Search section of the StorHouse Administration window, click Volume
Sets. CCi displays the Find Volume Set window.
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2. On the Find Volume Set window, in the Volume Set text box, type system, and
then click Search. CCi displays the results window.

3. To find more information for the SYSTEM volume set, under Volume Set, click
SYSTEM. CCi displays the following window.
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This window displays all volume set properties for the SYSTEM volume set as
well as other options. For example, you can perform related actions such as
editing the SYSTEM volume set attributes, or you can search for objects
(volumes, file sets, files, deleted files, and file set partitions) in the SYSTEM
volume set.
4. To search for volumes in the SYSTEM volume set, under Objects in VSET, click
Volumes. CCi displays the following window.
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CCi found one volume, TFD“400034”.A, in the SYSTEM volume set.
5. To find information about volume TFD“400034”.A, under Volume, click
TFD“400034”.A. CCi displays the following window.
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This window displays all properties for volume TFD“400034”.A as well as other
options. For example, you can perform related actions such as editing the
volume attributes, or you can search for objects (files, deleted files, and file set
partitions) on the volume.
6. To search for deleted files on volume TFD“400034”.A, under Objects in Volume,
click Deleted Files.
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CCi found three deleted files on the volume.
At this point, you can drill down even more to learn additional information about
each deleted file’s group, volume set, and file set.
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